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the most surprising feature in the whole transaction.    The
Papacy granted to Richard territory which had previously
recognised the overlordship of the Western Emperor, and to
Robert Guiscard territory which was actually in the posses-
sion  of the  Eastern  Emperor  and  of the  Moslems.    The
assumption of suzerainty over South Italy and Sicily, which
was to play so large a part in papal policy for the next two
centuries, is here for the first time expressed.    It can only be
inferred that the donation of Charlemagne  was taken to
include all South Italy, while Sicily was included by virtue
of the forged Donation of Constantine.1    The recognition of
papal overlordship by the Normans turned this theoretical
claim into actual fact.    For their part, the Normans got
what they wanted—a legal title from a suzerain—and from
their destructive brigandage they pass to the building-up of an
ordered  State.    But  first  of all  Robert  Guiscard  had to
conquer the territories with which he had been invested.
Sicily and the Moslems had to be postponed until the Greeks
had   been   overcome.    A   long   struggle   ensued   with   the
Eastern   Empire,   which  was   fatally   handicapped  by  the
dangerous advance of the Seljuk Turks,    In 1071 the Emperor
Romauus Diogenes suffered the disastrous defeat of Manzikert
in the casl, and in the same year Robert Guiscard captured
Bari and the Byzantine authority in Italy was at an end.
So came into being the Norman State under papal suzerainty.
Its existence profoundly affected the course of papal and
imperial history*    The Normans in the last resort could always
be relied upon to defend the Pope against the Emperor, in
order to preserve their own ixxdcpcndence of the Empire.
But their ambition was insatiable.    Once settled in South
Italy, they aimed at expansion in every direction, not only
southwards into Sicily and eastwards into Greece, but also
northwards into papal territory.    The Papacy had often cause
to regret that it had lost its natural defender, the Emperor.
After the great events of 1059 the remainder of Nicholas's
Papacy was less stirring.    There was a Council at Rome in
1060, and legates were sent to enforce the Roman decrees
1 In the new canon law which was being evolved at Rome, the pseudo-
Isidorian Decretals played a leading part, and included in them the Donation
of Constantine* Gregory VII (who had a considerable share in the treaty
of Melft) certainly xnade use himself of the Donation of Constantine, and
Urban II definitely based his claim to Sicily upon it.

